
BANGLADESH RESIDENT MISSION

16 April 2015

lt/r. Kamalur Rahman Talukder
Project Director,
Southwest Area lntegrated Water Resources Planning and Management Project
Project Management Office, Bangladesh Water Development Board
'149, Motijheel C/A, Ansar Chamber (7th Floofl, Dhaka

Dear Mr. Talukder:

Subject: Loan 2200-BAN(SF): Southwest Area lntegrated Water Resources Planning
and Management Project- Environmental Safeguard Review Mission (1- 5
April 2015)

- Confirmation of the Aide Memoire

Please find attached copy of the Aide lt/emoire summarizing observation, the discussion
and agreement reached during the captioned mission (1-5 April 201 5) and the wrap up
meeting held on 15 April 2015 at your office.

The Aide Memoire reflected implementation and compliances of environmenlal
management plan (EMP) of the captioned project, recommended corrective actions plan
for ensuring compliance of EMP implementalion and conducted on{he-job training for
project staff and relevant stakeholders on environmental safeguards during mission.

We would be grateful for the Governmnet's review, and confirmation as appreciate, of the
Aide Memoire, preferably by 23 April 2015. We would appreciate your assistance and
follow-up actions as highlighted in the Aide Memoire. We would like to express our
gratitude to the Government offlcials concerned for the support and kind assistance
extended to the mission.

We appreciate your continuous support and cooperation

Sincerely,
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x"..,ko Higtu.
Country Director

Attachment: as stated

cc: Joint Secretary (ADB Desk), Economic Relations Division
Director General, Bangladesh Water Development Board
Deputy Director, Department of Agriculture Extension, Narial
District Fisheries Officer, Narial
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Bangladesh Resident Mission

South Asia Department

I, INTRODUCTION ANO BACKGROUND

1. The captioned project aims to enhance the productivity and sustainability of existing
flood control, drainage/irrigation (FCD/l) scheme through integrated water resource
management project in a community driven approach. The major project component includes
water management infrastructurel and formation of water user group (establishment and
strengthening of local water management association and group). The project is improving flood
protection and drainage in the Chenchuri beel Sub-project (20,700 ha) and Narail Sub-pro.ject
(19,300 ha) under Narail district and a part of Jessore district. This project is enhancing food
security through increased agricultural and fisheries production (aquaculture) and enhancing
people's livelihood through integrated participatory water management in the project areas. ADB
proposed additional financing of $50million to implement nine subprojects in the adlacent project
areas. The main objective of the Mission2 was to review the implementation and compliances of
environmental management plan (EMP) of the project, recommend corrective actions plan
(CAP) for ensuring compliance of EMP implementation and conduct on{he-job training for
project staff and relevant stakeholders on ADB's environmental safeguards.

II. KEY MISSION FINDINGS ON EMP IMPLEMENTATION STATUS AND COMPLIANCE

2. The mission visited selected project sites of Chenchuri beel Sub-project and Narail Sub-
project that have significant rnfrastructure and civil works. Mission discussed Project Director,
field level project officer/staff, contractors and staff of Bangladesh Water Development Board.
The Mission also discussed with members of some water management groups (WMGs),
farmers, fisherman and other peoples living in the project areas and the people who are directly
or indirectly affected by the project. The meeting indicated general concurrence amongst all

stakeholders with the proposals set forward by the Mission. The list of persons and WMGS met
by the Mission and participants in the wrap-up meeting is attached in Annex 1.

3. This Aide lvlemoire summarizes the Mission's observation, discussion and agreements,
at meeting including (i) meeting at the field level on 1-4 April 2015 with the Project field staff and
contractors, members of selected WMGs, and (ii) the wrap-up meeting on 15 April 2015 Chaired
by Mr. Kamalur Rahman Talukder, Project Director at BWDB, Dhaka.

4. The overall progress of the project is about 98% and the remaining worksof the proiect
will be completed by June 2015. Since most of the civil works were completed in last year, the
mission observation was mainly based on visit to the civil works site, meeting with WMGs and
public consultation. The overall performance of the implementation of the environmental
management plan (EMP) was found satisfactory. The mission was unable to observe
occupational health and safety aspect of the project workers since most of the civil works were
completed in last year and only few workers were found working in the re-excavated canal sites
for minor maintenance work. However the issue was discussed with contractors and WMGs. All

of them ensured that no accident was happened during civil works as most of the civil works
were not much labour intensive and tedious in nature. However the mission observed some

lThe water management infrastructure includes construction of water retention structures and regulators, re-excavation of

canals, excavation of new canals, navigation lock, river bank protection and flood embankments
2 The mission comprised Arif M. Faisal, Environment Specialist, ADB Bangladesh Resident Mission.
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environmental safeguards concern that includes (i) Losses of the biodiversity of native
freshwater fish and other aquatic life due to restricted access or blockade of fish migration
(ii)Degradation and shrinking of open water bodies and wetlands due to construction
,(iii)Blockade of boat passage due to excavation and re-excavation of canals, (iv) Disturbance to
water supply due to arresting of natural water flow regime temporarily by the earthen
embankment,(v) Groundwater depletion and quality degradation due to excessive use of ground
water by deep tube well, (vi) Water pollution and sedimentation in canals due to construction
and impediments to natural drainage and soil erosion, (vii) Water pollution due to increased use
of agrochemicals and pesticide by the farmers, (viii) Soil erosion of the embankment due to
exposure to erosion and (ix) Increase of salinity in canals and river waters.

5. Losses of the biodiversity of native freshwater fish species and other aquatic life
due to restricted access or blockade of fish migration: Although FCD/I projects were
implemented to increase rice production, the public consultation reveals that these small water
Infrastructure had profound impacts on the decline of natural capture fisheries. Construction of
embankments, sluice gates, regulators, culverts and other structures prevents monsoon
floodwater from entering floodplains quickly and thus reduces floodwater quantities in the beels
and other natural pocket of water bodies. Fish fry cannot enter floodplains, because the entry of
floodwater into the areas is delayed. ln general FCD/I development activities may have a major
negative impact on capture fisheries, if the design of infrastructure is not fish friendly. They
substantially reduce the area of regularly inundated floodplains and the area of permanent
beels, and they block fish migration routes. lt was revealed from the consultation that many
fishers have lost their livelihoods, changed their occupation or changed the locatron of the
fishing activities from floodplains to rivers. This has led to overfishing in these river areas thus
adversely affecting fish production and migration potential.A major cause of the decline of
fisheries production and diversity may be due to the blockage of fish migration routes by FCD/l
structures. FCDI activities by the project was undertaken to increase rice productron which have
undermined natural fisheries and other natural resources relied on by poor people. This has
caused a shift in the use of common property resources away from poor people to wealthier
property owners.

6. The author was discussed with two old fishermen3 who have been engaged in artisanal
fishing for the last three decades. They mentioned that freshwater fish species like
Royna/vheda/meni (Nandus nandus), foli (Nofopterus notopterus), chitol (Notopteru s chitala),
aiet (Aorichthysaor), bhaga aire (Bagarius yarellii), pabda (Ompok pabda), ekthota
(Dermogenys pus//us), tit punti (Puntlus trcto), sorpunti (Puntius sarana), Ghaura (Clupisoma
garua), etc. has already been extinct from the locality. Other fish species like golsha tengra
(Mystus cavasius), shmgl (Heteropneustes fossilis), magur (plotosus canius), koi (Anabas
testudineus), shol (Chana strafus), Kholla/khorshola (Rhinomugil corsula), etc. are critically
endangered. The fisherman also mentions that there were four varieties of freshwater shrimp
(e.9. Katali, Noila, Kazla and Bakshe Chingri), four varieties of bailla (Platycephalus spp.)
(dogra, chola, deshi and nondi baila) and three varieties of punti (Puntlus spp.), (e.g koida, tit
and bagda punti) in the canals which is now endangered or about verge of extinctionfrom the
local canals and creeks. Some of the frog species e.g. shobuj beng (Euphtyctis hexadectyla),
pana beng (Rana alticola), etc. are also critically endangered. They also mention that population
of crabs are increasing and size of koi and shing fishes are decreasing which may be due to the
increase of salinity in the canals and rivers. other fish species like boal (wallago aftu), cheka
(Chaca chaca), darkina (Rasbora daniconius), gozar (Channa marulius), etc. are also becomrng
endangered due to the increase of salinity in the rivers and canals. Aquatic flora and fauna
werefound in decreasing in trend in some visited villages.lmpacts on fisheries due to the FCD/I

3l\y'r. BimalBiswas and lVr HoripodaBiswas living near Pateshwar liner khal (photo 'i1)
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projects have been evaluated in a number of studies during late eighties and nineties. Notable
among them are the Fisheries Study (FAP-'17), the FCDI Agricultural Study (FAP-12) and the
Northeast Regional Study (FAP-6). There is no study conducted so far in the recent time on the
impacts of FCD/I projects on capture fisheries and other aquatic life. The environmental
assessment (ElA) report of the project did not provided detail baseline and status of the fish
diversity and abundance. Therefore it is a bit challenging to compare and contrast the current
data with baseline information. lt is not scientific to make comments on declining of capture
fisheries diversity and production with only public consultation.A periodic fish catch monitoring
and comprehensive aquatic biodiversityassessment will be required to make strong scientific
judgment on the declining trends of capture fisheries in the project areas.

7. Shrinking of some open water bodies and wetlands due to: Due to installation of
regulator in some canals and creeks and diversion of water, some bowl shape pockets of
natural water bodies and small ponds in the beels has been dried up due to re-excavation of
canal and improvement of drainage system network in the project area. This has resulted
increase of agricultural land and shrinking of open water bodies. This may also be due to
arresting of natural water flow regime by some embankments locally made earthen bundh and
siltation and sedimentation in the passage of narrow creeks. De-watering of beels and small fish
ponds was also found common in the project sites. Awareness program of the farmers,
fisherman and WMGs can change the people's attitudes towards de-watering of beels and
water pockets.

8. Blockade of boat passage due to excavation and re-excavation of canals. Some of
the people Iiving near the project sites and canal banks opined that the excavation and re-
excavation of canals and creeks temporarily suspended their movement from one villages to
another villages as lots of earthen embankments (Photo 1) did not removed long time after
completion of the earthwork. These are also creatang water logging condition near the canals
and increasing vector borne diseases near the locality due to growth of mosquito in stagnant
water.

9. Disturbance to water supply due to arresting of natural water flow regime
temporarily by the earthen embankment: Some of the recently re-excavated canals site
water flow was found arrested by the cross earthen embankment by the project (Photo 1). That
is leading to lean flow and somewhat no flow to the upstream side resulting delaying of
irrigation. Some of the peoples living near the project site claim that they are not getting
adequate water flow for irrigating their paddy field and hence using ground water.

10. Groundwater (GW) depletion and quality degradation due to excessive use of
ground water by deep tube well: lt was observed that Groundwater is used for irrigation in

some remote places and in highland areas within the project boundary where supply of irrigation
water through regulator operation is not possible. However some of the WMGs are
indiscriminately using ground water for irrigation (Photo 6). Somewhat excessive water was
found used by some of the WMGs. ln fact GW inigation is already practiced to a large extent in
the Chencuri Beel and Narail and is still expected to increase. ln some areas it was found that
groundwater is the main source of irrigation for increasing crop production. Although they could
easily manage the irrigation using surface water since the sources of surface water facility is
near to the irrigation field. Sustainability of ground water availability could be an environmental
concern in the future if current trend continue. Therefore a trend analysis on the ground water
and surface water irrigation should be conducted to see the current ground and surface water
coverage of southeast areas and find out the declining trends of water table in the project areas.
The key impediments to sustainability of groundwater use for irrigation has been identified as
over exploitation of groundwater, increase of boro rice cultivatron (Photo 9), excess water use in
irrigation, depletion of surface water including river water level and discharge, reduction of
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wetland areas, below average rainfall have caused the groundwater level fall to the extent of not
getting fully replenished in the recharge season causing overdraft in Southwest regions of the
project sites.

11. Siltation in canals due to construction and impediments to natural drainage. Due
to the construction works in the project site, it was observed that siltation, or the gradual
deposition of soil, becomes another environmental concern on canals beds as this is no longer
washed away by floods. Some canals were found huge sediment deposition especially the
riverside of the regulator (Photo 3) that needs to be removed through periodic re-excavation,
operation and maintenance activity. Siltation may hampers the functioning of water structures,
or non-functioning, especially if the canal entrances to inlet structures silted up entirely. The
WIVIGS can periodically monitor sediment deposition rate near the regulator and accordingly
they can take decision for ex-excavation.

12. Water pollution due to increased use of agrochemicals and pesticide by the
farmers. Due to the increased availability of water for irrigation, farmers are cultivating HYV of
rice for increasing rice production and hence using more fertilizer and pesticides in the project
areas. lt was revealed from the consultation that farmers are now a days use more fertilizer and
pesticides than before. The high concentration of P and NO. may cause eutrophication in the
surface water, which can deplete the content of dissolved oxygen rn surface water. The
increasing use of nitrogen fertilizers not only kills existing fish stocks but also responsible for the
proliferation of widespread water pollution.

13. Soil erosion of the embankment due to exposure: Some of the existing embankment
was improved by the project by widening the embankment with earth. lt was observed that most
of the earthwork remains exposed (Photo 4) and without any vegetative cover which is prone to
erosion. There will be severe soil erosion during rainy season and the eroded materials will be
deposited in the crop lands and beels if the embankment remains without vegetative cover for
long time. Washing of soil during heavy rainfall may clog the canals and rivers with sediment
load.

14. lncrease of salinity in canals and river water: WMGs are regularly collecting salinity
data of the canals through using salino-meter. Salinity was tested at Mulia and Reziakhal
(canals) and found 3.7 ppm and 3.9 ppmrespectively. Salinity was also tested at Naboganga
river and found 4.3 ppm. Without proper scientific investigation and trend analysis it is not
possible to make any comment on the increasing of salinity. This increase of salinity may be
due to rise of sea level due to climate change and the salinity intrusion from the upstream river.
Ground water was also tested using water from tube well and found no salinity in the drinkang
water. lt is seems that ground water aquifer is not yet salinity tntruded.

15. Environmental enhancement measures. Beside the increased production of rice
(photo 8) and other crops and cultured fish, the project also improves the local environment and
reduces vulnerabilities of local people. Such environmental enhancement measures includes i)
construction of riverbank protection embankmentsaved people's life and livelihood (Photo 9), ii)
Water regulator and sluice gates managed floods (Photo 5), iii) re-excavation and new
excavation of canals facilitated improvement of water flow regime and reduced water logging
and flooding in the locality, iv) installation of arsenic free tube well for community to provide safe
drinking water; iv) training program for professional fisher folks helps increased production of
aquaculture in the locality and improved peoples livelihood, v) various income generation and
livelihood improvement training programs (e.g. integrated pest management, seed production,
vegetable gardening, cattle rearing, etc.) for farmers and destitute women (photo 12) improved
income and wellbeing of the poor's.
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16. On the Job training on environmental safeguards. The Mission conducted
environmental safeguards training for 12 project staffs and contractors (Photo 13). The list of
participants is in Attachment 2. The training introduced SPS 2009; discussed principles and
implementation of environment safeguards; FCD/l specific environmental impacts and mitigation
measures and briefed participants on roles and responsibilities of operational staff in
environmental safeguards implementation. Discussions during the training allowed participants
to receive clarifications and guidance on environmental safeguards issues they are currently
resolving in their projects. The program and training materials are in Attachment 3.

17. Disclosure of Environmental Monitoring Report (EMR). The project original approval
date was 23 November 2005 and the project will be closed on December 2015. There was no
periodic submission of environmental monitoring report although there was national consultant
engaged for 36 person months. There was significant delay in initiation of project civil works
which was started on 2009-10 fiscal year. However the design and supervision consultant was
mobilized soon after the approval of project. No civil work was initiated during the tenure of
environment consultant and hence the purpose of recruiting the consultant was not fully
achieved. The consultant tenure was completed in 2013 when bulk of the civil work was
ongoing. The last EMR was submitted and disclosed on December 2010. Periodic EMR is
recently submitted for December 201 1, September 2012 and September 2014. EMR report for
20'13 is under processing for submission.The report submitted in a rush hour and did not
properly followed standard monitoring report. The mission requested project team to submit all
the pending EMRs and follow standard format (Attachment 4) for next submission.Additional
financing amount of $50 is recently proposed by ADB for selected nine subprojects. A
resettlement consultant is proposed and no environmental consultant proposed for the
additional financing components. The mission proposed to engage a national environment
consultant for four person months (intermittent) for the additional financing components. This
consultant will be required to prepare the remaining periodic EMR, prepare/revise the IEE/EIA of
additional subprojects, etc.

III. PROPOSED CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN

Observation on
environmental issue

Recommended corrective
action/mitigation measures

Timeline Responsibilit
ies

Losses of the
biodiversity of native
freshwater fish species
and other aquatic life
due to restricted
access or blockade of
fish migration,

All future FCD/I projects should
give particular consideration to
fisheries impacts and design of flsh
friendly structures; Regular
maintenance ofwater courses at
the construction site; Proper
maintenance of fish passes and
regulators by WMGs;Coordinated
gate operation, community based
fisheries management by
WMGs;Declaration of fish
sanctuary in beels: Fish culture in
paddy fields; Fry stocking in beels
and canals; Fish catch monitoring,
Provide livelihood restoration
support to fisher folk who lost their
livelihood due to decline of capture
fisheries, etc.

During
construction,
o&M

Ail
stakeholders
of the project
(BWDB, Dept
of Fisheries.
Contractors,
WMGS,
NGOS, etc.)

Degradation and Effective disposal of construction During Contractors
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Observation on
environmental issue

Recommended corrective
action/mitigation measures

Responsibilit

materials and waste management
and maintenance of open water
bodies

Blockade of boat
passage due to
excavation and re-
excavation of canals,

Effective disposal of construction
materials(soils), waste
management and maintenance of
open water bodies to ensure
regular flow of water

During
construction,
o&M

Contractors
and WMGs

Disturbance to water
supply due to arresting
of natural water flow
regime temporarily by
the earthen
embankment

Minimize impediments to
water supply; Establish adequate
alternative water supply; Training in
maintenance of water treatment
and supply facilities; Monitoring of
groundwater quantity and quality
periodically

During
construction,
o&tv

Contractors
and WIt/Gs

Groundwater(GW)
depletion and quality
degradation due to
excessive u se of
ground water by deep
tube well

Training on local coordination on
GW exploitation; GW quantity &
quality monitoring

During O&M BWDB &
WMGS

Water pollution and
sedimentation in canals
due to construction and
impediments to natural
drainage and soil
erosion

Avoid impediments to
natural drainage and soil
erosion;Maintenance of
construction sites in a clean
condition; Training on water
pollution control and water quality
monitoring

During
construction,
o&M

Contractors
and WMGS

Water pollution due to
increased use of
agrochemicals and
pesticide by the
farmers

Suggest optimal application rate of
pesticide and fertilizers and
promote integrated pest
management practice; Periodic
monitoring of fertilizer and
pesticides use

During O&M WMGS,
BWDB and
Dept. of
Agriculture
Extension

Soil erosion of the
embankment due to
exposure to erosion

Removing top soil for
Construction carefully, turfing,
vegetation and plantation aftercivil
works; Compaction of soil and
fertilizer management

lmmediate;
Soon after the
earthwork and
just on the
onset of rainy
season; as
soon as
practical

Contractors

ix) lncrease of salinity
in canals and river
water

Regular salinity monitoring of
canals and river water

Regular and
both dry and
wet season

lvlember of
W[/Gs
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shrinking of open water
bodies and wetlands
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IV. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

18. The mission is satisfied with the progress made so far for implementation of the
environmental management plan. Since most of the project activities are almost completed, the
WMGs and BWDB should closely monitor EMP and compliance measures. Most of the
environmental impacts describe above needs long term and periodic monitoring by the WMGs,
BWDB, Department of Fisheries and Department of Agriculture Extension. Among the
recommendations for future mitigatory and remedial action, it is proposed that all future FCD/I
projects give particular consideration to fisheries impacts, make appropriate adjustments to
structural design and include specific mitigatory provisions to assist the fishing communities
whose livelihood will unavoidably be adversely affected. The future water manager could follow
"Green Infrastructure"a approach for implementing FCD/I in water management project. The
Department of Fisheries must be fully involved and assisted where necessary. Publicly-owned
water bodies and small fishponds in project areas should be protected and managed to optimize
fish production instead of being drained. Riverine fish breeding stocks should be rebuilt by all
possible means and, in particular, all existing fisheries regulations governing fish protection
must be vigorously enforced. The hydraulic structures used in FCDI projects should be modified
to make them fish-friendly and fish passes should be introduced for easy movement of adults as
well as juveniles. lnside already completed FCDI projects, extensive programs of aquaculture
may be undertaken. Fish culture in paddyfields would open up new opportunities in the fisheries
sector.A well-coordinated effort may bring positive results and improve local ecosystem and

aquatic biodiversity including welfare to the society. Additional financing will mostly be used for
construction of 32 training center for WMGs. Additional financing components could consider (i)

piloting of integrated rice-fish culture, fish pond in selected beels using ecosystem approach, (ii)
setup and declaration of community based fish sanctuary, and (iii) piloting of several green

infrastructure in selected project sites.The mission suggests conducting three studies under
additional financing that includes (i) study on the long term impacts of FCD/l project on natural
aquatic biodiversity; (ii) study on the assessment of periodic siltation rate and salinity trends (in
water) in some selected canals and rivers, and (iii) trend analysis on the use of ground water
versus surface water for irrigation
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19. The mission wishes to express its appreciation to all the field staff of the BWDB Narail
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'15 April 2015
in Dhaka, Bangladesh

Arif M. Faisal
Mission Leader/Environment Specialist

Bangladesh Resident Mission
Asian Development Bank

4 United Nations Environment program (2014) Green lnfrastructure Guide for Water Management: Ecosystem-based

management approaches for water"related infrastructure projects, 75p available at http://www uneDdhi.orol

/med a/m crosi uneDdhi/oublications/docu ents/uneo/web-uneo-dhiorou

(accessed on 10 April 2015)
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[\ild. Kamalur Rahman Talukder
Md. Monirul lslam
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Md. Abdur Razzak
Shahnewaj Shaon
Afroza Khanom
Monoranjan Mallick
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Annex 1

LISTS OF KEY PERSON MET BY THE MISSION

Project Director, Project Management Office, Dhaka
Executive Engineer, Chenchuri Bell Subprojects, Narail
Assistant Chief (Fisheries),Narail
Sub-Divisional Engineer, NSP,Narail
Sub Divisional Engineer,Narail
Assistant Chief (Sociology),Narail
Research Assistant (O&M),Narail
Senror Facilitator(Gender& Livelihood), Narail
Senior Facilitator (O&M),Narail
Senior Facilitator (Fisheries), Narail

Contractor
Enamul Hasan

Water Management Group
Kolmilota Water [\ilanagement Samity
Falgunr Water Management Samity
lslampur Water Management Samity

LISTS OF KEY PERSON MET BY THE WRAP UP MEETING

lVld. Kamalur RahmanTalukder Project Director, Project Management Office, Dhaka
Md. Anisul lslam Executive Engineer, PMO, Dhaka
Abu Saleh Md. TofaelChowdhury Sub-Divisional Engineer, NSp,Narait
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